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The meetinn; was called to order at 3.05 p.m. 

AGEHDA ITEM 126 

INADiviiSSIBTLI'I'Y OF THE POLICY OF }ICGJ.]v!01HSr1 IN INTERL~ATIOJ.JAL IlliLATIOl.~S 

(A/34/243: A/C.l/34/L.l) 

The CHAinll.AlT : This afternoon we be~in deliberations in the First 

Committee on the item entitled "Inadmissibility of the policy of hegemonism in 

international relations 17
• This item \vas introduced by the Soviet Union 

as an "important and priority itemn and it was subsequently allotted to the 

First Committee. 

The Conmrittee has before it document A/34/243, which is an explanatory 

memorandum of the Soviet Union on the subject, annexed to which is the Soviet 

draft resolution on the inadmissibility of the policy of hegemonism in 

international relations. In addressine; the current session of the General 

Assembly the lviinister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, hr. Gromyl~o, 

put the strur::;gle against manifestations of hegemonism, or "stri vine; for world 

dowination? for dowination over other countries and peoplesn (A/34/PV.7, p.77), 

in the wider context of the strue;c;le for detente and peace. In its explanatory 

memorandum the Soviet Union emphasized: 

"The policy of hec;emonism leads to the creation of hotbeds of tension 

and destabilizes the international situation. It is particularly dru1gerous 

when Means of mass destruction can be placed at its service." (A/34/243, p.l-2) 

The Soviet Union urr::;es that the United Nations conderrm the policy of 

hegemonism in any form and emphasizes its incompatibility -vrith the basic 

principles of the United l~ations Charter and vi th the task of preserving 

peace and strengthening international security. 

I hope that the deliberations on the item in the C011mri.ttee -vrill be 

constructive and assist in carryinc; out the primary objective of the United Nations? 

-vrhich is to maintain international peace and security. 
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_L_~ _ _!_'I~J}'_"~N_9_y_s_yy (Union of Soviet i:3ocialist l\eJo>u-olics) ( inter)?retetion 

::'ror,, I:ussian); 'l'he .n:enern1 political debate vrhich has ,just concluded in pl,)nary 

n;eetinc;s of the General AsseLibly has demonstrated that, in spite of all the 

coNplexities and contradictions in the developrr:ent of the present situation, 

the do1ninatinc; trend tl1rouc;hout the world after all is one aimed at international 

detente. An iro1portant positive transformation in the lessenine: of 

international tensions has been [Sreatly assisted by the adoption by the General 

k-;sc-:rclbly of importont decisions on the strenc;thei1int; of iuternational security 

and disarmament. In this connexion suffice it to recall the historic :Ceclaration 

en the Gra!!tinc; of Ino.ependPnce to Colonial Countries a.11d Peoples at the fifteenth 

session the Declaration on the Strenetheninc of International Security at the 

tFenty-fifth session, the resolution on the non-use of force in international 

relations and the prohibition for all time of the use of nuclear -vreapons at 

the tw·enty-seventh session, the declaration on the deepening and strenc,rtheninc 

of detente in international relations at the thirty-third session and a number 

of other important decisions. All these decisions by the General Assembly have 

set up a barrier -vrhich separates us froLl the past, from the period of colonialisw 

and from the period of the cold war, and are producing premises for the 

strenc;thenin,r~ of the bases for universal peace. Subsequent statements in favour 

of strene,thening peace and strengthenin13 and spreadinc; detente throue;hout the 

world in the present cir-cumstances must be supplemented by the adoption of 

practical measures in recard to military detente and in this area favourable 

conditions exist. The treaty sir;necl.. bet>reen the United States and the Soviet Union 

durinc; the Vienna meetings on the limitation of strater;ic offensive weapons is 

not only an important step in the developr-1e11t of Soviet-American relations but 

a measure -.;-rhich establishes more favourable conditions for making progress in 

other negotiations on the limitation of arms and on disarmament. 
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i-~:JVed by a s.i ncere desire t.o proceed to [;enuine actions in the sphere 

of disarmament_ the Soviet Union has come fonrard lvith new initiatives, 

whic11 were presented in the speech by the General Secretary of the Central 

C:ommittee of the COJYmmnist Party of the Soviet Union and Chairman of the 

Presidium of the f..upreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

Leonid Ilyi tch Brezhnev _, ou 6 October of this year in Berlin. 

These,. briefly, are some of the positive moments in the present 

international situation wllich rM:.tJ.;:e it possible for us to hope that the 

existin{:; premises for the solution of questions of disarmament and the 

Guaranteeing of international peace and security can be realized. 

The events of the past few years, hovever. show that the efforts to 

foster detente in international relations and its spread to all the 

regions of the world are being counteracted by forces -vrhich strive to 

reverse the development of international relations, to return the world 

to the period of exacerbated international conflicts and to keep it 

on the brinl';: of 1var. In the modern situation,, a new direction is being 

set in the strugc;le of ~~tente in international tensions and for 

the stren0thening of universal peace and the security of peoples. 

Tha.t cl.irection in the vieu of the Goviet Union, is reflected in the task of 

the elimination of the practice in international relations of the policy 

of he~emonism in all its forms and manifestations. The various types 

of aspirations to hegemonism in international relations are one of 

the sources of conflict situations and international crises. The danger 

of a policy of hegemonism, in our vieiv" resides in the fact that it 

disregards the rights of peoples and, in the first instance, of peoples 

of small and medium-.sized developinc; countries: it rules out democratic 

principles, upon i·rhi ch international relations are beine; built today~ and 

it destabilizes the international situation and leads to the establishment 

of hotbeds of tension. 

The buildinr; up of tensions in the international situation and the 

establishment of explosive situations in various parts of the world is 

precisely what hegemonism neeL1s in order to promote its vieus and purposes. 
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It is also impossible not to see another eQually dane;erous aspect of a 

policy of hec;emonisrn, and that is the policy ai:rn.ed at the promotion of the 

arws race ancl the buildincs up of military arsenals ln order to implement 

hegemonistic purposes. 

Thus it is that a policy of hegemonism is especially dangerous today 

vrhen a weapon of its implementation can become the modern means of mass 

destruction, such as nuclear 1-ret:..pons. Anc1 this factor c8nnot be excluded o 

because as Hill be seen from the lessons taught us by history, he[!;emonism 

vill stop at nothing in the achievement of its political purposes. It 

is precisely the policy of hee;emonism in the past that has inevitably 

led to vrar, and if an appropriate barrier is not placec1 in its 1my 9 it 

can vTell precipitate the world into the abyss of a new war. That is why 

the task of protect ins mankind from the threat vrhich is contained vli thin 

the policy of hegemonism acquires especial importance and urgency. 

The United Nations, vrhich has been called upon to keep watch over 

international peace and the security of peoples, cannot remain indifferent to 

the propensities of the opponents of peace, regardless of the form that 

such propensities might assume, including that of hec;emonism. In our 

view) the duty of the United lJations lies also in the identification, 

in c;ood time, of the threat weic;hinc; upon the world, the warninQ: of the 

peoples and States a[jainst it and the adoption of effective measures 

to halt it, 

The political essence of hee;emonism, which is a definite threat to 

peace, is perfectly clear. It is the attempt to achieve domination over 

other countries and peoples, and, in some instances 9 vmrld domination as 

\vell. Thereby_ hegernonism emerges as the direct antipode to the equality 

of States and peoples and, in essence, implies the denial of the principles 

of the United Nations Charter and, in the first place, of the principle of 

sovereign equality of States. 
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The States Hembers of the United Nations cannot be reconciled to the 

idea that propensities to hec;ero1onisr1 in international relations should. 

undermine this cardinal principle_. namely, the principle of the equality 

of all peoples and States. They realize full well that, in those cases 

-vrhere hee;emonist purposes are mal:ine; their -vray, there can be no question 

of relations on an equal footine; between States or the development of 

co ,operation between them on a juct and equal basis. And, conversely, 

-vrhere relations between States are based upon the principle of equality, 

mutual respect and sovereignty, there can be no room for hee;emonism. 

The United Nations, in attemptine; to carry out its basic function, 

Hhich is the maintenance of international peace and security, is called 

upon to develop friendly relations between nations on the basis of 

respect for the principle of equality of rights and self-determination 

of peoples. In striving tmrards this noble goal, it has 

steadfastly defended, and continues to defend, the fundamental 

principles set out in its Charter and is trying to bring about their 

total implementation in the practice of international relations. 

The principle of sovereign equality of States, delineated in the 

United Nations Charter, has been confirmed in such highly important 

decisions of this Organization as the Declaration on the grantine; of 

independence to colonial countries and peoples, the Declaration on 

the principles of international law concerning friendly relations and 

co-operation among States, the Declaration on the strengthening of international 

security and other foundation-laying documents. 

In introducing for consideration at the General Assembly 

of the United Nations the question of hegemonism, the Soviet Union 

took into account the fact that States Members of the United Nations, 

in a whole series of documents, have already defined their negative 

attitude towards the policy of hegemonism. Suffice it in this 

connection to refer to such an important document as the Charter of 

Economic Rights and Duties of States, adopted at the twenty-ninth 

session of the General Assembly. 
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The inadmissibility of striving towards hegemonism has been spelled out in 

that Charter among those principles upon which economic, political and other 

relations between States must be built. He took into account that it is 

precisely the countries which have thrown off the yoke of colonialism that are 

systematically and consistently trying to achieve the political and economic 

independence of States and the restructuring of international relations on the 

basis of a strict compliance with the principle of the sovereignty and the 

equality of great and small peoples. 

In speaking consistently in favour of the strict implementation of the 

principle of the sovereign equality of States, not only in the sphere of 

political relations, but also in regard to economic co-operation, the States which 

have liberated themselves from colonialism have thereby rejected and continue to 

reject the policy of hegemonism and any aspirations on the part of some States to 

attempt domination over other countries and peoples. It is no accident that among 

the fundamental principles of peaceful co-existence, which were approved at the 

Cairo Conference of Heads of State or Government of the Non-Aligned Countries in 

1964, a special place was given to the proposition that the sovereign equality of 

States must be acknowledged and respected. At the fourth Conference of Non-Aligned 

Countries in Algiers in 1973, the participants were faced with the task of 

continuing to exert their efforts jointly with all the forces fighting for peace, 

freedom and progress in order to redirect international relations towards the 

achievement of democracy and equality on the part of all States. This proposition 

was further developed in the decisions of the fifth Conference of Heads of State or 

Government of Non-Ali{Sned Countries in Colombo, where the task was set of iVthe 

struggle against unequal relations and domination which result from neocolonialism 

and other similar types of domination tv. At the sixth Conference in Havana the 

loyalty of the non-aligned countries to the principle of sovereign equality, and 

their resolve to struggle against all forms and manifestations of foreign 

domination and hegemony were reaffirmed. Lastly the ~1inisters for Foreign Affairs 

of States members of the Group of 77, in the Declaration which has just been 

adopted by them, document A/34/533, again declared the need to put an end to 

hegemonism forthwith, because it is one of the principal barriers to the economic 

liberation of the developing countries. 
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It is characteristic that at the present session of the General Assembly, 

in particular in the statement during the general debate by the 111inister of 

Foreign Affairs of the Federal I\epublic of Germany, I1r. Genscher, there was 

condemnation of the hegemonistic propensities lvhich have threatened the 

independence of States. 

'I'he proposal on the inadmissibility of llegemonism in international 

relations flo1rs from the position of principle of the Soviet Union. From the very 

first days of its existence the Soviet State resolutely cmne out against the 

i' position of the vill of one St-cte upon other countries -end peonlc;s ·:nd c:.·':liBt 

anybody acting in hegemonistic fashion and someone else beinc; subordinated to the 

>rill of the first. In one of the first legislative actions of the young Soviet 

State, it was most strongly emphasized that the Soviet State, in its international 

relations, proceeds from the recognition of the total equality of both large 

and small nations. The realization of this principle was the refusal by the 

Soviet Union to honour the treaties of Tsarist Tiussia which were colonial or 

unequal in character, and its refusal to exercise the rights of 

extraterritoriality upon foreign territory. Instead of ~nequal treaties the 

Soviet State embarked upon the conclusion of treaties on the basis of total 

equality and respect for sovereignty. The first category of treaties included in 

particular the treaties with Persia, Afghanistan and Turkey of 1921 and also 

1dth China in 1924. 

In the specific historical situation ~Vhich 1.ms being created before the 

Second llorld Har the Soviet Union, in the context of its attempt to ensure 

collective security in Europe, raised the question of the adoption of collective 

measures to cocmter-cct n.spirRtions to heco;ey oni s1,1, and as eRrly as in 1936, at 

the League of 1·Jations, the Soviet Union uncovered the causes lvhich produce the 

formation of hegewonism and the serious danger for the peoples of Europe that 

was connected 1vith the implementation of hegemonistic designs. At the seventeenth 

plen~.ry ucetin" of the Le'J..n-ue of Nrdions en 2G SepteE1ber 1936, the renresentati ve 

of the USSR emphasized the followine;: 

"1.1e must not close our eyes to the present thrust towards 

lleC'e,·Dnism, towards the he""emony of 1 chosen people, 'llle~edly C'J.lled 

upon by history to do;OJinn.te all other peoples, procl<timed n.s not 

fully developed 0 n 
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the Soviet L'1ion warned that failure to ~.dopt 

effective measures collectively to repel the aggressor and to set up 

a real barrier to hecemonistic r~spirations would lead to 1'such a bloody 

conflict between peoples the consequences of which we cannot even 

imae:ine 11
• 

History has confirmed that these warnings 1vere justified and it is no fault 

of the Soviet Union that its persistent efforts to avoid the tracic consequences 

of hec;emonistic aspirations ifere not croiVDed ifith success. The peoples of the 

United Hations had to make enormous sacrifices at the altar of victory over 

the forces iVhich have atter,lpted, by means of aggression, to establish their 

domination over the world. As we.s emphasized in the speech of the Elember 

of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the Cor::nunist P11.rty of the Soviet 

Union, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR, Andrei Andreievich 

Gromyko, at the plenary meeting of the General Assembly on 25 September, our 

people c;ave 20 million human lives in order to overthrow Hitler 1 s plans to 

establish iVOrld domination and to bury hegemonism in its fascist form. 

In steadfastly acting against any hec;;ewonistic aspirations, wherever they 

may originate, the Soviet Union has constantly proposed that in international 

affairs we be guided by the principle ofequ~lity. In the neif Constitution of 

the ussn. which was adopted tvro years ago. the principle of equality is included 

in the list of the most important principles on the basis of vThich the 

relations of our country with others are built. Sometimes we are ash::ed 

l·rhn.t in fact is the essence and purpose of the proposal introduced by 

the Soviet Union concerning the inadmissibility of the policy of hegemonism in 

international relations? These were already stated in the speech of the 

Dinister of Foreic;;n Affairs of the Soviet Union at the plenary meeting on 25 

September of this year, in his letter to the Secretary-GenerRl of the United 

lqations, document A/34/243, and they are also reproduced in concise form ln 

the drn.ft resolution submitted by the Soviet dele~ation Rnd circulated in the 

First Committee. 
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The draft resolution in document A/C.l/31!/L.l is clear in form and, as 

ue see it, quite straightforvrard in content. In its preamble it is observed 

that the policy of hegemonism is ln flerrcmt contr:J.c'.iction to the -principles of the 

United I\Jations, first Emc1 fo;~e 'OSt tr,e J?rinch•le of the soverei~n eq_u2"li ty of 

States; also, it is enpl12s~_zecl_ that the r'c:n•.i:::'estc\tions of such a l)Olicy 

lead to the creation of botbefs of tension, conplicate 

relations lJetFeen States and destabilize the international situation. The 

essence of the operative part of the draft resolution may be sillillnarized by 

saying that the General Assembly should, in principle, condemn the policy 

of hegemonism - whatever the form in -vrhich it is manifested - as 

incompatible with the fundamental principles of the United Nations Charter. 

However, in our opinion that would be insufficient to create a solid 

barrier to any aspirations to hegemony, either in the vrorld as a whole or 

in any given region. \{e consider that the inadmissibility of the policy 

of hegemonism must be ~.cl-l"lO'FleCI_;'ec1 as a universal principle in order to 

achieve that purpose. That is why 1ve propose that the General Assembly, on 

behalf of the peoples of the United Nations, should clearly and 

unequivocally state that nevero unc'er no circm1stanccs, anc1 ;-,_ot f'or any reason 

whatsoeve~ should States or groups of States lay claim to hegemony in 

international affairs or seelc a position of domination either in the vrorld 

as a whole or in any of its regions. Such a decision by the General Assembly 

is entirely in keeping -vrith the principles of the United Nations Charter 

and the purpose of strengthening detente in international relations and 

-vrould promote the strengthening of international peace. 

The Soviet delegation is convinced that 2. constructive and businesslilce 

discussion of the proposet.l introduced by the Soviet Union would contribute 

to a further improvement in the international situation and a strict 

compliance by all States with the principles of the United Nations Charter. 

I express the hope that all States which are in favour of the principle 

of the sovereign equality of States and peoples, in favour of strict 

and consistent compliance -vrith the principles of the United Nations, in 

favour of detente in international relations and the strengthening of peace 

will support the proposal introduced by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
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Since this is the first time this yeer 

that, I have spoken in the First Cormni ttef' 9 I vrish to extend to you" Hr, Chairman, 

and the most able members of the Bureau my sincPrPst congratulations ancl to 

wish you every success in ·'"'uidinP the discussions on the most crucial issues 

which confront the 1mrld today. They are war and peace, harmony and security 

in an age that can ill afford 1vars and must adopt :_m appro"'.ch 

reiectinr· u·:r as ~- me'1ns of conductin:"; intern2tiorrcl ::tff[lirs. Hence, this brief 

cl.ebate on agenda item 126 pertaining to ;,hegemony;: is a prelude to the more 

tane;ible items on disarmament. 

It is almost nc'"'.demic to attenpt c. definition of the term ''hec;emony'', 

even though the concept is an old one but seems to have re-emerged in the 

debates of our 1mrld body in recent years. In essence) it means the striving 

by States or groups of States to place under subjugation, to exercise by 

covert or overt action undue and illegitimate overriding influence over the 

behc..viour and decision-making processes of other States and peoples. It 

could take the form of imperialism, which had meant the continual physical 

expansion and annexation of other States and peoples. Concomitantly there ilas the 

phenomenon of colonialism, ·Hhich is also the occupation of other States and 

peoples' territories, the exploitation of their human sweat and the cheap 

exploitation of their natural resources. 

The Final Declaration of the Conference of Heads of State or Government 

of Non-Aligned Countries which met in Havana in September 1979 contains, 

inter alia, the following: 

"National independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, 

sovereign equality and the free social development of all countries; 

independence of non-aligned countries from great-Povrer or bloc 

rivalries and influences and opposition to participation in military 

pacts and alliances arising therefrom; the struggle against imperialism, 

colonialism, neo-colonialism, racism, including Zionism, and all forms 

of expansionism, foreign occupation and domination and hec;emony 11 
- and 

I do not believe that any impartial observer would dispute that 

Zionist Israel has been pursuing assiduously this reprehensible 

course against the occupied or dispersed Palestinian people -
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''active peaceful co-existence among all States:, , , , non·-illterference and 

non~intervention in the internal and external affairs of other countries· 

fr~euom of all States to determine their political systems and pursue 

economic, social and cultural development without intimidation~ hindrance 

and pressure; establishment of a New International Economic Order and 

development of international co-operation on the basis of equality; the 

right to self-determination and independence of all peoples under 

colonial and alien domination and constant support to the struggle of 

national liberation movements; respect for human rights and fundamental 

freedoms; opposition to the division of the vrorld into antagonistic 

military--political alliances and blocs and rejection of outmoded 

doctrines such as spheres of influence and balance of terror: permanent 

sovereignty over natural resources:, inviolability of legally established 

international boundaries; non-use of force, or threat of use of force 

and non-recognition of situations brought about by the threat or use of 

force; and peaceful settlements of disputes.n 

Even the voluminous and diligently cora:;Jiled Oxford Dictionary could not have 

spel t out in ::•reater detail uhat the term 1 ;he~:e1::ony;; really !'leans 0 if only for lack 

of space; and yet the 95 States of the Non-Aligned Movement found it 

imperative to give such a detailed description. I need hardly state that 

their re2son for d.oi1Y~ so uas not an e~~ercise in semantics. It 

was a sincere and profounc reflection of the state of affairs and the state 

of mind which evidently had relapsed into the acquiescence, acceptance and 

even declared advocacy of the policy of hegemonism and the old game of nations 

and power politics in conducting international relations. 
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vie had all been under the impression that the United Nations Charter, 

vrhich 10-boric"L:sly · ml p.'Cinst,,kinn-ly formul[',ted durine- [', period of three months ~ 

as General Romulo reminded us last evening in the o,ftermath of the 

catastrophe of the Secon·" Horld War by the collective visdom of great 

statesmen, had irretrievccbly replaced the abominable policies of expansion, 

occupation and hegemony. He h::cve been vi tnessin"", over the p2st qu"..rt er of 

:1 century, the glorious process of decolonization, and have always regarded 

its almost total achievement as a hallmark in the annals of the United 

Nations. ~ve have been and are bracing ourselves for a process no less 

important in magnitude th"n the strivin'" to :o,chieve c r,10re vi2,ble and equit2ble 

Nev International Economic Order. 

And yet, as we canvass the panorama of vorld politics, ve are witness 

to the frightening spectre of a steep retrogression into the vays of the 

nineteenth century .•ncl. the first p:-T,rt of the twentieth, when imperi . .-,lism 

colonialism, exploitation and hegemony vrere not only recognized norms of 

behaviour, but even a source of unbridled boasting and pride with the s cr8mble 

for Africa and elsevhere, such anachronistic doctrines as the vhite man's 

burden, manifest destiny, and the civilizing missions, vhich not only 

dismally failed to civilize anyone, but merely brutalized man's vision of 

the world and his relationships with other fellov beings. It climaxed in 

two savage \Wrld wars in which untold millions perished and those who survived 

suffered immeasurably. 

History is an indispensable teacher for any statesman, but so is an 

incisive comprehension of the frailties of human nature. Metternich 's 

power game, the grandiose plans of Bismarcl~. other so-called 

:::tatesmen geniuses of several nations, and finally Hitler's outright bid for racist 

hec;emony vere not only disastrous but vere perpetrated within the survivability 

confines of the military capabilities >vhich had prevailed in the nineteenth 

century and the first part of the tventieth. 

Surely, present-day policy-makers must necessarily be reminded that 

the world is approaching the end of the tventieth century. The stark fact 

is that there is a difference in kind and not in degree, in consequence of 
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technological developments, which have for the first time in man's recorded 

history given him the capability of destroying himself and the world. A 

new chapter has been written which must sink ever Fore deeply into our 

consciousness and subdue even our subconscious instincts. 

The world can no longer afford to play the unconscionable game of 

nations, interesting as it might be. As His Holiness Pope Paul II, 

speaking on disarmament at the General Assembly recently warned - and I 

am quoting not verbatim, but from me1nory - some day, someone, sometime, 

scu~where will be tempted to unleash the vast accumulation of nuclear and 

other weaponry to destroy the world. 

Hr. Li tvinov, the then Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union in the 

thirties, had given repeated warnings at the League of Nations against the 

dangers of policies of hegemonism. His words went uneeded; the Second 

World VJar was the consequence, and Abyssinia went down the drain. Indeed, 

President vloodrow Wilson in the aftermath of the First \.J"orld "Far had 

preached, but to no avail, the humane fourteen points, which included the 

right of every people to self-determination - the very same points which are 

at present the cornerstone of non-alignment. 

We all realize that human nature, with its gregarious as well as 

pugnacious instincts, cannot be easily altered or transformed. In fact, 

some people believe that human nature is immutable, although I do not 

agree with that analysis. And yet it must be transformed, considering that 

the world is literally, and not reetaphorically, living in the shadow of 

impending death. Any crises, anywhere, in a world of interdependence, can 

by accident or faulty miscalculation ie:ni te a terminal conflagration. 

It is for this reason- not to mention all th~ moral foundations of what 

should be a friendly and equitable world order- that there must be a 

transmutation of consciousness on the part of all of us. VJe can either 

survive by scrupulously abiding by the rule of both law and morality or 

perish by the unprecedentedly sharp edges of the sword in the nuclear age. 
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The i tern of hegemony has for the first time taken pride of place 

over armament and disarmament, even if only for a couple of meetings 

concurrently with disarmament. The Chairman's decision - agreed to by 

this Committee - to give it this early priority is deserving of our highest 

commendation. For what difference does it make- in a vorld living in 

constant tension, crisis situations, flagrant violations of the United 

Nations Charter and its resolutions and th~ substitution of the law of the 

jungle and physical force for the s,ccepted norms of decent and lawful 

behaviour -·if the world should perish from 1,000 nuclear ballistic missiles 

or from 10,000, which seems to be th0 present criterion of security? 

Concerns for security are legitimate and understandable. Competing 

ideological systems aimed at influencing others also are understandable. 

I can testify from personal experience and reflection that some major States, 

several decades ago, had far greater influence in certain regions and over 

peoples, thanks to a mere handful of doctors, teachers and do-gooders, when 

the great arsenals of weapons which they possess today were not in existence. 
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But I ar,l sure that 1~ · Jxrs Hill a'"'rec Hi th me th2.t any nc,tion can in:."lnePce 

other ncct~_o;'s fen· more i:nr ~ricn_"ly :cnC:~ co--oner:ctive bcb3.V7G"Ll3: t112J". by the 

· f "' , t' torn ''ar ""' ~"' e~+e-,~_s,_·._o~ __ o+'-'- cl_i.,.,_lc···:ccy .. '.-hicl_~_ c'.J_;lc~c.c:r o_ C1112 ~-:un aP' 11e conce2~· . ~- u.,. --u -' • • - > -- , ·-

is Ol!e o: t' .c cl:o.ssic defi:nitim1s of u:1r ancl cliploracy. 

It is my delegation 1 s earnest hope that the policy-makers of the world, 

and particularly the major Powers, will not scoff at what they might regard as 

naive preaching. But even if they do, it is in my opinion the only salvation 

for a turbulent world. 

The Jordan delegation supports in principle the draft resolution presented 

by the representative of the Soviet Union. Of course, we shall be r'.iscussin3; 

this item in det~il in the month of November, and I am certain that there are 

various modalities, and perhaps amendments, that may be introduced as we proceed 

in our discussion. But in principle we should all be terribly surprised if 

anyone l!c:re opr.;osc:~_ to such 2. craft resolution. 

Before calling upon the next speaker, I should like to 

state th::,t. F;.1ile I e.ccept th::ct there Hi;cht be a VPry :"ine line 

of distinction between introductory statements and debate, this item is 

scheduled to be debated on 30 November. I wanted to bring that to the attention 

of representatives~ and I should like them to take it into consideration as we 

proceed with introductory statements on agenda item 126. 

Ivlr. FLORIN (German De~!Cocratic Republic) (interpretation from Russian): 

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic welcomes the Co·--nittee 1 s 

decision to assign priority to consideration of the highly important question of 

the i_Psc1T·dssibility of the policy of hegemonism in international relations. 

That is entirely justified because the proposal of the Soviet Union is aimed at 

seeing to it that one of the key questions of international relations ·m2.y he 

discussed properly and that it rw.y be '!ossible to define ste•)::; that noulc1 

contribute to a solution. 

'rhis problem is very intilcat,;ly linked with the struggle to foster the 

relaxation of tension~ the cessation of the arms race, the struggle against 

·colonialism and racism ~ tho strur --lc fo::_· the self-deter"lin.ation of peonles? and 
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1/hat is hegemonism? lJhy is the policy of l:e:":"""::lordsm ,_u:w:--;erous':: Accord :1~s 

to the appropriate encyclopA-edias, hec;eJ:lony is nth~? po~:sj bili ty of one State 

exertin::; influence or control in rer;ard to other States' . 

History c;ives us many exatnl}les of aspir::Ltions tc hege!110lW anCl_ domination 

over other countries. It mic;ht be possible, start in[; vri th the l?elopcnnesian wa.rs 

in ancient Greece, to draw a line stretchinc: all the way to the armed 

interventions and aggressions of the present time. But never in history have 

such as~;irations been as dangerous to people as they are today. In vieH of 

the close and intimate intenreaving of international relations and the existence 

of huc;e arsenals of vreapons ~ the policy of hegemonism - and this must be stated 

quite clearly - threatens the very existence of mankind. "Hhatever forms the 

aspiration to hegemonism might take, its purpose is alvrays domination over other 

peoples and their enslavement and exploitation, and to that end, resort is made 

to political, economic and military means. 

It is appropriate to recall that German imperialism, in the form of the 

fascist Hitlerite regime, engendered the most clearly expressed and cruelest 

forB of enslavement and exploitation of other peoples. If German imperialism 

Has in the First vTorld Har strivinc; in the first instance to achieve the 

redistribution of colonies in its own favour, fascism, for its part, in resorting 

to the notorious slogan of the so-called Lebensraum in Europe, attempted the 

enslavement of the European peoples to subordinate the entire vrorld to its vill. 

From the very beginning, as a decisive means for the achievement of those 

purposes, vrar was planned. There were attempts by means of vicious lies 

concerning a so-called threat from the East to mask the official Government 

policy declared by the fascists in the desire to take over Eastern lands, a 

policy knmm as Drang nach dem Osten. vle all knovr how that mad adventure ended. 

On the side of those who were fighting for the freedom of peoples vrere the 

German anti-fascists. They defended the honour and the humanistic traditions of 

the German people. Loyal to their precepts, the German Democratic Republic has 

eliminated the roots of imperialist aspiration to domination. The securing of 
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(0_r. Florin, 
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peace and co-operation &u.ong peoples in a ::>:<i.rit of equu.lity is t~'c most 

0:iven us a stronr:; impulse towards solidarity vith peoples fighting for freedom 

and self~determination. Our active policy against hegemonism is viewed by us 

as the carrying out of a historic responsibility and as t~'"~-'=' r•_uty of a socialir;t 

StB.te. 

As a result of the victory over Hitler; s fascism by the States of the anti

Hitler coali-don, the Charter of the United Nations was created. 'rhe lessons 

of history were enshrined in legislative rules. That foundation-laying document 

in international relations constitutes, from the fi:;_~st of :i.ts nrovisio:~s to the last
9 

an unequivocal condemnation of hegemonism and domination over other peoples in 

any form. 
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lt is neeessary to be ever mindful of the solerm oblic;:J.tions irllJ: ell Sta.tes 

l1~~ve 3.ssuwec1 upon thelllSel ves, in particular undPr ~.rtj clE-s 1 and 2 ::::t' the 

L1ni ted lTntions Charter 0 I should lil<.:c to recall the purpose of the 

united l·lations as it is formulated in the Charter., namely: 

'iTo develop friendly relations among nations based on 

respect for the principle of equal rights and self ·deter1ninatio:1 

of peoples, and to take other appropriat~ measures to strengteh 

universal peace; 11
• (Article 1, 2) 

I should like to offer t1m more auotations : 

''The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign 

equality of all its Hembers 0 (Article 2, 1) 
11All Hembers shall refrain in their international relations 

from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity 

or politiacl independence of any State 'il (Article 2, 4) ... 
The United Nations is thus acting entirely in lceeping with its oun 

Charter and in pursuance of it when it condemns any aspirations t01-rards 

hegemony. He are convinced that the people of the vrorld 1-rould warmly 

vrelcome such a move. 

The attitudes and relations of States on the basis of the equality 

of rights and sovereignty categorically require the strengthening and 

spreading of the process of detente. This must be deepened in Europe, 

where there was a movement a1-ray from the cold war tmrards an 

improvement in the situation. The Final Act of the Helsinki Conference 

was a code of intergovernmental conduct. Its ilitplementation will guarantee 

stable security upon our continent. 

The conclusion of a whole series of multilateral and bilateral 

treaties concerning the limitation of the arms race, including limitation 

1n the strategic sphere as vrell as the important decisions of the United 

Nations General Assembly concerning the strengthening of international 

security, are calculated to ensure a solid peace. Although towards 

the end of the 1970s vre can state plainly that the world has become 

more reliable and a safer place altogether, further and more active 

efferts are nevertheless needed in order to guarantee the ric;hts of 

people to live in an atmosphere of peace and security. 
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The practice of international relations :must be brought into line 

with the Charter. That is why it is necessary to censure and to arrest the 

lJOlicy of hegemonism and domination over other peoples. 

The Ger"nan Democratic Republic -vrishes to declare that it stands in 

solidarity with the appeal of the Summit Conference of the lJon-Alit::;ned Countries 

in Havana callinr, on all peoples to take part in efforts ai~ed at the 

liberation of the world from var, from a policy of repression, domination 

and hegemonislJl, inequality" oppression and injustice. This appeal is highly 

timely because at present there is a definite intensification of aspirations 

towards hegemony ar:;ainst other States. 

vle must always be mindful of the fact that -vrars do not occur 

suddenly o 'I'hey are prepared long in advance both in material and 

psycholor;ical terms. In this respect, the ideology of hegemonisn plays an 

important role 0 vJe must not close our eyes to the fact that such 

concepts and slogans as 11 a leading world Powern, 11punitive action", 
11the defence of civilizationn, in the last analysis are, in a way, forms 

of the expression of hegemonism. One of the variants of the policy of hegemonism 

is represented by revanchism and the unwillingnesss to recognize existing 

inter-State frontiers. But first of all it is necessary constantly to 

fix one's attention upon the fact that the building up of the arms race 

in order to achieve military supremacy is predicated upon forcing one's own 

will upon other States and peoples. The policy of hegemonism constitutes 

a special threat Hhen it is endowed with weapons of mass destruction. 

Accordine;ly , the strugp;le against hegemonism includes the need to 

put an end to the arms race and to achieve disarmament. 

I should also like to refer to the fact that aspirations for hegemony 

are one of the causes for the lack of -vrillingness under treaty obligations 

to refrain from the threat or use of force in international relations. 

'l'he elaboration and conclusion of a world-wide treaty on the non-use of 

force in international relations would be an important step towards the 

elimination of any aspirations to hegemony. 

A policy of hegemonism can have global or regional dimensions. The 

peoples of Indochina, the Near East and southern African are defending their 

rights against efforts to subordinate them to the authority of specific States 
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or to l<.:eep the111 uithin the chains of colonial domination 0 They deserve every 

support from us because they are fightinc; not only for themselves 

but also for the strengthening of the equality and independence of peoples 

throughout the 1ror ld 0 

How do matters stand lvith regard to neo~colonialism? Neo-·colonialism 

constitutes nothing other than the extension of colonial exploitation by 

economic, political 0 and also partly by military Eleans o The peoples lvho are 

placed under such domination are being prevented. from taking sovereir:n decisions 

concerning their social development and they are also deprived of the 

opportunity to dispose of their natural resources. In exploiting such 

peoples, an attempt is made to strengthen a set of economic relations 

,,Jhereby international monopolies would become even richer, >vhile the exploited 

would become even poorer. 

The policy of hegemonism should have no place in our world. It 

should be banished from the life of the peoples. The delegation of the 

German Democratic Republic supports the proposal of the delegation of 

the Soviet Union to adopt a resolution lvhich uould resolutely condemn 

the policy of hegemonisrn, whatever the form in l'rhich it may be manifestedo 

lvly delegation expresses the hope that all States Hembers of the United Nations 

will vote in favour of the Soviet draft resolution. 
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l·,r, RAlviPIIUL ( Hauri t ius) : JVfr. Chairman, beloved Carib bean cousin, may I 

join previous speakers in expressing to you and to the members of your Bureau my 

1varm congratulations on your respective unanimous elections. I assure you, Sir, 

of the full support and co"-opcr"Ction of my delegation. 

The delegation of Mauritius will state its position straightaway on the item 

entitled "Inadmissibility of the policy of hegemonism in international relations 11
• 

He vrill vote for the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics. Indeed, we would have voted for it if it 

had been put forth by any other delegation, in the light of its parRrrount importance. 

There is no need to burden the clock and the Committee with a list of reasons in 

defence of our position. He would have to muster a bric;nde of lawyers to mobilize a 

convincing set of reasons for our Government, for our people and for our conscience 

if vre were to tah:e any other position. 

Recalling the famous lines of the great Americans who penned the historic 

Declaration of Independence - '1He hold these truths to be self-evident 11 
- we can 

only wonder why this draft resolution was overlooked in the 34 years of tbe life of the 

United Hat ions Charter, a document with its own foremost self-evident truth: the 

immuta't:le equality of nations. And yet it may be that history, with its sometimes 

keen sense of fortuitous timing, has seen fit that this draft resolution be reserved 

to emerge at a period in the world when the assault on the rights of nations has 

assumed outrageous and intolerable dimensions. 

Hhat nation is safe today w·hen 1ve are deafened by the noisy hoofs of a new 

version of the four horsemen of the Apocalypse? 

First, there is the galloping steed of imperialism with its arrogant claim to 

rule the world: not, in our time, the limited world of Genghis lilian, or the 

smaller uorld of the Roman Caesars or the European world of Hitler but literally 
' 

the whole, round, global world, its seas and sldes and oceans, not excluding a single 

latitude or a single longitude. 

Then there is the horseman of colonialism, its goal to rule peoples, somewhat 

lamed by the obstacle course of freedom, but re-shocl in the smithies of neo-colonialism 

and still strong enough to take the lives of tens of thousands of people. 

Hext there is the sphere of influence jockey ~Vho is content to stay a little 

behind, always hoping that in the final dash home he will take over the ~Vorld. 

Finally there is the fourth horseman, hegemony, who rides the ~Vinding track of 

domination: the domination of another country or region, domination of the peoples 

and their Governments. 
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In a way, hegemony is the most dangerous of the four, eschewing the crudeness 

of the other three, often hiding behind the mask of friendship, as Iago did in 

Shakespeare's Othello, or of benevolence, disguised as aid which in fact aids the 

giver and enslaves the recipient, or operating by promises of protection - the 

Roman way; of by hypnotizing the victim to plead for domination; or by the 

Big Brother commitment to protectionism; or by a fraternal ideology or 

opportunistic alliances. 

This is the most sophisticated methodology of the four deadly riders, 

mustering the subtle arts of trade, investment, transnational corporations, superior 

technologies, patented sciences, the Svengalis of the media, the misadventures of 

science and, finally, the kindly and gallant offer of the nuclear umbrella. All 

the virtues of altruism and generosity become the bait of the snare of domination, 

and even the idealism of human rights is used to ensnare with the theatrical genius 

of Tartuffe. But, as the draft resolution states, in whatever form it is manifested 

it is incompatible with the intellectual principles of the United Nations Charter 

nnd in the end - again as the draft resolution rightly asserts - will invariably 

lead to wars. This is inevitable, for in all the lessons of history we find no 

instance where it has been otherwise. 

The danger of the policy of hegemonism - which disregards the rights of 

peoples and, first of all of those of small and medium-sized developing States, 

destabilizes the international situation and creates seats of tension - is greatly 

aggravated when modern means of mass destruction can be put at its service. 

Happily - or unhappily - this draft resolution comes before us when the world 

is exploding with the time-bombs of domination. Like a wo~ld epidemic it 

encompasses every region of the globe: the Middle East, Africa, the Caribbean, 

the Indian Ocean, South-East Asia. I shall not mention the precise countries 

involved; many of them are the foremost items on our agenda, and in any case, 

we all know, as they say in the American baseball season, "what the score is". 

My country, Mauritius, located in the waters of East Africa, is now the 

hegemonistic jostling area of a dangerous rivalry for domination of the whole 

complex of the Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf and the route to the south Atlantic. 

Therefore we think we have some understanding of what is involved. Living in the 
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which is even now being bandied about by the big Powers, in terms of military 

operations, military bases and naval manoeuvres. \{e see the whole scenario of 

how hegemony can lead to war. It is no accident that wherever the strufgle for 

hegemony assumes fierce proportions it is in those areas that predictions of war 

rise up as warnings of the dangers of the intensified rivalry for hegemony. 

Hegemony is no new manifestation of our time. The history of the world could 

be written under this single title. And always it is manifested in the components 

of the relationship of big Powers to their smaller and weaker neighbours. And 

so it is today. It is not surprising that in their mutual rivalries they have 

brought the issue of hegemony to the fore. Is it because they are indifferent 

to the concept of equality? Not at all. They know full well the supreme 

principle of equality, as we see now in their controversy over the importance of 

not falling behind the so-called equality of armaments. 
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"2rttbcr it is in their relation to the s;nll nations that they choose to 

c'·~ bate the issue of llecemonistic domination. ~Jhat shall we small ancl veak 

n a·tions reply? Our reply shmJld be that we are most happy that this issue 

l1a:..> been brou@lt up, for it is we, the non-bic; Powers, that are becominc; 

tlll':! IYt tle!~rouncl for the big Powers 1 concern 

He~::.emony is ":ettinr~ out of control, to the extent that it nay undernine 

tlle Charter provision concerninc; the sovereic;n rights of all nations and peoples. 

The United Hat ions itself is be inc; subtly eroded by the cancerous growth of 

hec;ernonism. It has been often stntc:cl that the United Nations has been able 

to prevent a third 1rorld war, has lessened the already crippled colonialism 

c:nc1 has slowed down the drive for spheres of influence, perhaps because 

these .:\c:tivities manifested themselves in overt acts of age;ression or throuc;h 

the resistance of peoples. Ho1v-ever, hegeraony does not always manifest itself 

with the obvious visac;e of force and violence. More often in our time it 

vrorh:s through the process of slow erosion and by methods not always clearly 

banned in the Charter. 'I'hat beint:; so, hegemony, if permitted to go unbridled, 

could quite conceivably destroy the United IJations itself. 

Accordingly we iJish to add a 1vord in regard to the charge made in the 

General Committee questioning the c;ood faith in which the draft resolution 

was presented by the Soviet Union. On this we would make two points. First, 

candidly, if we were to question the good faith behind the draft resolutions 

presented in the United nations, the United Nations would have to resign in 

the face of the imperfection of human nature and the double imperfection of 

States and n·~tions. Secondly, ue note that l.n the operative part the rJrnft 

resolution "resolutely condemns 11 the policy of hegemonism and categorically 

n.dnonishes States never in any circumstances to seek positions of domination 

either in the vTOrld as a 1v-hole or in any of its regions. To us this is 

absolute languac;e anc_ makes it supremely difficult for any Government sponsorine; 

the resolution to deny or betray it n.t any future point in tinL:. He nre vlilling 

to gamble on the sponsor or any other bit:; Pmv-ers that would present such a draft 

resolution. He firmly believe that the stoJ:es are high enout:;h to warrant such 

a t:;mnble. As for us, the weak nations, to paraphrase a famous historic statement, 

we have nothing to lose but our chains. 
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~ SAIL/\~~ ( l'Jchanistan) (interpretation from Russian): 'I·he struc;clc 

for r·eac( , for social Just.ic-c anLl for the easinc~ of international tensions 

is co:r.plex and man~,r-fo.ce::.ed ;:md it 1 s a phenor,Jenon of our times. r•lucL can 

be soj d about pee..ce but in })re..ctice entirel:r different principles are followed.. 

It is possible to speal;:;. a great deal but nlso, on the other hA.nd, to Emlce logical, 

carefully thou~Lt out, specific proposals Hnich are truly desicned to prorEote 

"-1 d th . f . t t. 1 ol tensl· ons Tl'e ;-_.,nl·nten~•ncco "1e c:~u-;c ,;f }'c.:::cce e.n • .:: en.sln;-; o ln crn::t lor:. - , · -·~ ~ 

of _peace and tlle deepeninc of detente h8.ve so far been the result of tireless 

efforts 0:1 the l'arc of all peace-loving forces. He all knovr that ln future 

Luch enerc.y, patience, 1-'erseverance and constant str-tJ.Q,[;le will be required 

on the part of all pro,::re0si ve forces in order to achieve new results araonc 

this 1mt11, because in the "IWrld there are still forces lvhich carry 1vithin them 

the threat of a new 1vorld Har. 'Ihese are the forces of imperialism Hhich, 

because of their ar,gressi ve nature, are constantly creatine; hotbeds of 

international tension and conflict. They interfere in the domestic affairs 

of young independent States. They try to hold back the process of their 

development, and they do not stop at threatening direct ae;gression. Also 

at present we see Pmv-ers practisinc; a policy of interference and repression 

with reQ;ard to other countries. All this is done under various tru~ped up 

excuses, but the purpose is always the same: the attempt to subju[Sate some 

State or group of Stc.tes to their \·rill and to achieve ·"louincction 

over them. 

This trend towards world dominF~.tion is growinG dangerously, and that is 

lvhy the importance and relevance of the subject now under discussion is beyond 

any doubt, The ti111e has come to condenm hegemonism most resolutely and to block 

any attem-pts to apply the policy of he(SemonisLl in international relations. 

Unfortunately, this negative phenomenon has tal<::en hold of leaders of various 

nations at different ti~ 1es but at no time has it resulted in achieving any 

benefit for anyone. The attempt at -vrorld dor,rination has alHays led to nell 

-vrorld 1vars and to untold suffering for millions of people. 

As a result of the foresic;ht of mankind, the United Nations vras created 

after the Second ~lorld Har. The leaders of the prir.cip.'ll countries of the 

anti-Hitleritc coalition lrcd cone to the unquestionable conclusion that it vms 

necessary to establish our Organization, and we should not shake the faith of the 

peoples of the world in our ability to prevent o. new world war which would threaten 
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tlle very existence of mankind. Yet heec,CElonism does indeed offer such ~c threat 

to the -vrm·lcl. It must be said that the policy of placatinc_; the het;;emonists, 

which is being practised by certain cou..r1tries, is a short-siGhted one and ln 

the last analysis one that is dangerous to those countries themselves. ':The lessons 

of the recent past give us convir~cinc evidence for such c" cc~'l.cl us ion o 'l'hose who at 

one tine attempted to direct the ac;c;ressi ve propensities of fascist Germany 

only acainst the first socialist state in the world Here in the last analy;::is 

oblic;ecl to become ·:llies with this State in order toe:ether to rescue the 

1vorld from the Brmm Placue 0 That should also not be fore,otten nmr when the 

8.spirations to 1wrld clomiwtirm on the part of certain Powers have (.;One 

beyond all bounds ancl const,itute a serious threat to peace throughout the -vrorld. 

J:'he result of the policy of hec;emonism in our time cannot be compared vi th the 

result of such a policy in the past. Now, when Pm-rers have nuclear weapons, 

the policy of hegemonism could well bring the 1-rorld to a nuclear ce,tastrophe 0 

Yet the duty to avert such a catastrophe is precisely the main task and 

purpose of the United ~rations , and that is why the main responsibility for 

the prevention of the unforeseeable consequences of the policies of hegemonism 

lies squarely with the United Nations. 

He must forc;et for a time our political eli verc;encies and vre must now unite 

our efforts and our struggle against this evil, so that in future the Uniteu 

Nations will not have to find itself confronted with a fait accompli. There is 

still time for cut tine; the roots of this evil, as long as the tree on which it 

is growing has not yet borne its abw1dant, yet bitter, fruit. That is our task 

and our duty to our own peoples ancl the peoples of otJ.her countries. In l!JY 

mm country, after the April revolution, which w-as the result of 30 years of 

class struc;gle, the People 7 s Democratic Party of Afghanistan handed over 

authority to the -vrorkers :1ncl peaso,nts, and our country bas proclairaed 

as the basis of its foreign policy: independence> peaceful coexisteLce 

and positive and active non-alic;nment, That policy reflects the deep and 

c;enuine desire of our people to achieve peace and freedom. 
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In hio recent statement at the thirtyo-fourth session of tlle General 

Assembly of the United NationsJ the head of our clelet:;ation stated; 

The April Eevolution of the Afghan peopleJ beinG; a victorious 

workers 1 revolution, by its nature calls for peace and peaceful 

co·--existence, because in peace it can achieve its aims and 

objectives in the interest of the -vrorl;:ing people of Afshanistan, 

ancl for their ultimate emancipation from exploitation," (fl:.!J!~JJ:Y: ):~!_2._ll_:_g§) 

From this statement it clearly follows that, like all peoples on earth, 

the people of Af@;hanistan also needs a lastinG; peace and a guarantee for 

its security, both for the establishment of a society free from the 

eKploitation of man by man and for the building of a life worthy of man. 

That is -vrhy the Afghanistan delegation_, in reflect inc; the will of its 

peopleJ is ready to welcome any initiative aimed at the strenr,thening of 

the peace and security of peoples, He are ready to join our efforts to 

those of all the peace ·lovine; forces in a strucsgle against ac;c;ressive 

hegemonistic aspirations and at:;ainst international reaction and 

imperialism. 

Proceeding from this, we consider that the r:roposal by the Minister 

of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, Andrei Andreyivitch Gromylw, 

concerning the inadmissibility of a policy of hee;emonism ln international 

relations J is both important and timely. It is fully in lceeping -,.,-ith the 

basic principles of the United Nations Charter and is aimed at improvinc; 

the international situation and at eliminatints hotbeds of tension. 

All those vrho really are attached to the attainment of a lasting peace 

and security will definitely support this proposal. It is necessary 

to restrain hot-heads in good timec for they are ready to plunr;e 

manh:incl into a new catastrophe, That is uhy the Aftshanistan delegation 

supports the proposal of the Soviet Union concerning the inadmissibility 

of a policy of he@;emonism in international relations and considers 

that the conclusion of an effective international agreement on this 

question is entirely in accord with the interests of the rr1aintenance 

of peace and the strene;thening of the security of peoples, 
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llr._liOL_LAJ_ (Hun~ary) As my li'oreic;n Minister has already stated 

in the general debate_ the Hunc;arian People 1 s Republic uelco!i1es the initiative of 

the Soviet Union in proposing that the item> "InadJllissibility of the 

policy of he~er11onism in international relations o be included in the 

ac;enda of this year's session of the General Assembly. TTe consider 

this question eo timely and important one. 

Our age is characterized by a situation full of contradictions. 

On the one hand) the forces advocating peace and peaceful coexistence 

are grovinc; and bein~ strengthened._ uhi1e on the other hand -- or perhaps 

for this very reason there is an increase, if not in the strenc;t!1 

at least in the activity , of those \·rho are seekinc; a way out of the 

problems created by their own policies in steppinc; up the militarization 

of political life and imposing their w·ill on others. 

Fhile the ovenrhelmin~ majority of peoples and Governments are makinG; 

increasingly c;reater efforts tovrards the democratization of international 

life and the establishment of international relations in conformity with 

the principles of sovereie;n equality, there are some who continue to 

reach out for mastery over others. Hovrever, time is slmrly passing such 

a policy by, as the strict observe,nce of the principles of provisions 

of the Charter establishes itself as a fundamental non1 and a postulate 

of the international life of today. The history of the United Nations 

has c;iven evidence that vhenever this is not the case tension increases) 

the cause of maintaininc; peace is iElperilled ~:md even armed conflicts 

possibly break out. Such is the case vhen some countries fail to settle 

international disputes by peaceful Eleans) when they not only threaten 

to use force but actually do use force, or when some countries attempt 

to dominate others --- for vrhat is involved now is in effect domination, 

no matter hmr recent the word 1;hegemonism" may be in political parlance, 

and the substance of the phenon1enon is of very old vintage. 

In including the principle of sovereign equality of Member States 

in its Charter, the United nations was guided precisely by this recoc;nition, 

because the bitter examples of the past made it clear vrhere unequal relations 
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and ambitions for domination or, if you please, hegemonism- might 

lead. From the experience of their mm past, the vast ma,jority of Member 

States lmow and perhaps feel the effects upon themselves of unequal relations 

even today. Hmv many Hember States are there >Thich in the past ~Vere forced 

to sign unequal treaties? And if today those treaties are up for revision, 

is it not the countries which in their day imposed such treaties that 

today make the most frequent references to international law, invol;:ing 

the necessity of respect for treaties? Unequal treaties are of various 

kinds. There are countries -vrhich were forced to accept the presence of 

military bases on their territories or -vrhose sovereignty is otherwise 

impaired, and there are those which suffer only material dama~e 

under the unequal treaties. 

The overwhelming majority of Ilember States condemn the existing 

pattern of international econ0111ic order based on unequal relations. Under 

present-day conditions, they find it no lonc;er admissible for a few score 

of economically developed countries to maintain their domination in the 

field of international economic relations. Ambitions to establish 

domination or hec;emonism in political relations are equally if not 

more intolerable. 

The principle of equal sovereignty of Hember States -vras adopted and 

laid down in the Charter, but we are unfortunately a long way from 

giving full effect in practice to that principle in international life. 

Hegemonistic aspirations are still detectable in various forms. There 

is a country ·uhich 9 rec;arding itself as a leader of the "free world';, 

justifies its assumption of the right to accept or not to accept the 

free electoral victory of one party or the other in another country, 

or of the ric;ht to decide the rate of increase of military spendinc; 

ln the countries belonc;inc; to its alliance system. 
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There are other countries which do not even rest content with this kind of more 

or less covert interference. They can get so indiL;;nant over the independent 

foreisn policy of their neighbour , which nay not be to their lildnr;, that 

they do not even shrink from Hteachinr; lessons" usinc; force, in 

violation of the United Nations Charter. It must be noted that in sush cases the 

cause of peace is served and the Charter observed not by those who out of 

political blindness or, worse yet, out of calculation, have refrained from 

condemnint; the aggressor to serve \·That they consider to be their short-~term self

interest. History has proved rlCJre than once 1-There such n. policy is bound to lead. 

In our age however, we can witness a favourable change in the intPrmtticnol 

balance of forces. Those who use force and violate the Charter find themselves 

in a more and more difficult situation, as a significant role is played against 

them by the developing 8nd non~aligned countries which have, in a number of 

important documents 0 laid do~om their commitment to build equal relations and 

to reject domination, ~orhether in the economic or politice1l field. The 

socialist countries agree with these endeavours and have SUlJported them from 

the very beginning. 

The time has also come for the United 1'Tations to take a stand on the 

question of heg~aoni~a, because this policy is directly opposed to the 

inportant principle of the Charter o that of the sovereicn equality of 

Member States, and because it poses a threat to the ~-'il.intencmce of international 

peace and security as well. It can be seen both in theory and in practice that 

such a policy leads to tension, threats, impossible demands and then to the 

''teaching of lessons 11 by force of arns. He h8ve it clearly in mind what threats 

any arliled conflict c:nc1 the risk of its escalation Bic;ht ilrply for the uhole 

of manldnd in our age, the age of weapons of mass ·destruction. This is the 

main reason iJhy we ruust demand a halt to hegemonism, why the prestige of the 

United l·Jations and of the General AsseJ.nbly should also be used in condemning 

such a policy and any of its manifestations. 

It clearly follows from what I have said that we are in agreement ~orith the 

relevant draft resolution before us. Vle believe that adoption of such a 

position by the General Assembly would place another obstacle, although of a 

political nature, in the pctth of the policy of heu:r"onisn, 1-muld be in 
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Leeping with the principles of the Charter, rmd would proEote the attainr::.ent of its 

purposes. 

dr. ASIITAL (DeElocratic Yemen): r!r. Ch'1irn8n, nay I f'.t the outset extend 

to you our conbratulations on your unaninous electicn to the chairmanship of 

this ij rort:mt Coulittec.. He confidently lool<;: forward to the conclusion of our 

"ITOrl~: under your wise chairmanship. 

Almost every year a ne'IT iter.1 is added to the aQ;enda of the First Committee. 

Ah10st invariably those itelils revolve around one general ther,le~ namely the 

preservation of international peace and security through disarmament and 

development, and the relaxation of tension through detente and the 

democratization of international relations, as well as the promotion of friendly 

relations runong States. 

The item before us entitled ·'The Inadnissibility of the Policy of HPeer:ony in 

Internation:::l.l Relations 1 certainly fits into this pattern. ~r,y delecsation uelcm1es 

the inscri:tJtion of this ite111, hopinb that it will contribute to a better 

understanding amonc; nations. 

It is said that hec;emony is the preponderance of one State among several, or 

the desire of one State to dominate other States and peoples. As such, the very 

idea of preponderance or domination is alien to the ideals and purposes of the 

Charter of the United J.~ations. \Then, however, he[Semony is actively pursued as a 

policy in international relations, it undermines the lofty principles for 1rhich the 

United biations stands, for such a policy can only be predicated on the 

assumption that States are not equally sovereic;n and that interference 1n the 

internal affairs of States can be tolerated. 

At a time when every effort is beinc made to deepen the process of detente 

and to expand its scope internationally, the policy of hegemonism in international 

relations wust be resolutely condemned. Only last ElOnth, the sixth Summit 

Conference of the Hon-Alic;:ned r.Iovement conder1med hec;emonism as a manifestation of 

the outdated policy of spheres of influence, a policy that always leads 

to conflict and war. In supporting the draft resolution contained in docur.1ent 

A/C .1/34/L.l sponsored by the Soviet Union, my delegation 1-rould like to 

erilphasize tllat hecenonisn should be condemned on the international, regional and 

sub-rec,ional levels. At the same time, political, economic, lililitary and 
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cultural hec;el!lonism should be included under this condemnation. Those who will 

suffer most from the policy of hegemonism are the less powerful and small 

nations, whose very survival depends on r('spect for the principles and 

purposes of the Charter. 

'l'he CHAIFJviAH: ~Je have concluded our work for this afternoon, but before 

adjourning I -vmuld lilce to remind rC'Jlresentatives once again that the list of 

speakers for thl: c;eneral debate -vrill close on Friday 19 October at 6. 00 p.m. 

The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m. 


